APPENDIX

1) Lesson 1 – sample answers from students.

2) Lesson 2 – sample answers from students.
be repaired as it is rust and unstable.
2. The place is dirty with rubbish scattered about. On top of that, it is dangerous and the children's safety is at stake.
4. I do hope that the authorities will take relevant actions as soon as possible. I suggest that the authorities assign workers to cut the grass at least once a month and mend the equipment. Officers should also come by once in a while to check on the maintenance.
5. I would like to say thank you beforehand for your attention on this matter. Your co-operation is very much appreciated.

Thank you,

Yours faithfully,

(Tatiana)
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Topic: 'A lot of our life is spent doing useless things.' Is this true?

Intro: Def of 'useless things'—yr point of view

Body: evidence to support / against

Conclusion: Make yr stand clear. Once again

There are many aspects of doing useless things, which include loafing and loitering around, simply doing nothing or even doing something which is pointless, has neither an objective nor benefit.

However, the term useless... in this context is relative in nature. What is useless for a person is not necessarily useless for another. As the saying, "One man's meat is another man's poison".

For example, many adults sigh at the sight of teenagers spending time in shopping complexes. They might think these teenagers...
are simply wasting life away, but it may be a form of relaxation for teenagers.

After having to cram the contents of their books into their minds, whether in tuition school or even right at their own study tables at home.

On the other hand, we as children might think that our parents' constant nagging, lectures or scolding are useless to us. Instead, we haven't paused to consider that these were actually meant to advice us and also essential for our self-improvement.

Besides that, some of us may think that talking on the phone is something useless, as we don't benefit from it. However, by doing so, it is a form of interaction such as getting to know the other party better. It is also a form of communication.

On top of that, we may also consider spending time in front of the television as living our lives away, but, for the viewer it may seem entertaining or even as a quest of knowledge.

In conclusion, I would like to make a firm stand that what may seem useless to us might be useful for another and what we do today will determine our future.
A lot of our life is spent doing useless things. Is this true?

Yes, in most ways that are not. I would agree with the above statement, in this modern age, a lot of our life is spent doing useless things, sleep, eat, "malepae" that he or she has nothing to do and do the things of not use.

There are books to read, films and video tapes to watch, music to listen to and games to play. In fact I find that I have not enough time to do all the things I want to do. So a lot of things are left undone. If only time is transferable commodity, maybe those who have too much time can pass some over to me.

As an ordinary student, school takes up more than half the daylight hours. In the afternoon there is the inevitable homework to do. An afternoon nap is out of the
I question unless I want to stay late into the night to complete the assignments. Very rarely do teachers not give homework.

When evening comes, sports and games come alive. Everyone, young people and a good number of older ones can indulge in some form of exercise. We can be simply kicking a beat up football, jogging, cycling or being at the bottom of a pile of rugby players does not matter very much.

I do not spend it joyfully in the things they love to do. Even if they do not want to participate, watching sports, games, reading, swimming, gardening, fishing, sowing, planting is a good way of spending spare time.

I suppose most people who find that they have too much time on their hands are people who do not find interest in life itself. People's attitudes need correcting. If they look at life with pessimism, doing of thing useful and the feel depressed about it, obviously things are not going to look interesting or useful. If they look at life with optimism and feel thankful that they are alive, they will go out to do the things they love and useful to do. and enjoy every minute of it.

Spare time in useful is wonderful time.

Your essay is not really related to the topic. You do not present evidence to support your viewpoint clearly. Please see me if you don't understand.
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**Introd - Definition of useless things**

- Your viewpoint

**Body - Evidence to support**

- Evidence against

**Conclusion - Make your stand clear once again.**

---

Although watching television can reduce their stress, but spending too much time is a waste of time. Instead of watching television, they can do some charity work or help their children's studies. They should improve their skill.

Nowadays, many students are lounging in supermarkets, shopping complexes, or on the streets without any purpose. While lounging in shopping malls, they just chatting with their friends or just sit down doing nothing. These activities are useless and a waste of time. Most of students come home only in the evening. These activities affect their education and will spoil their future career. They may also cause social problems.

There are also many students and adults wasting precious time in doing useless activities such as gambling and playing video games. Some of them later become drug addicts and drop out from school.

People, who live in cities, are very materialistic. They spend most of the time in their life to earn money. These people work just to earn more money and do not
have good purpose. They desire to be rich even though their work do not give them happiness. They do not have time to take care of their children's education or welfare. These may cause social problems because their children do not get any love or attention from their parents.

Time waits for no man. Many people do not plan their time properly. Many of them are not conscious. As an example, many people are late when attending wedding dinners. How is this related to logic?

Our life is limited; we should do more meaningful things which are good for ourselves. Society and nature, so that our time is not wasted. We should help to educate our children. We should also help others who are less fortunate people.

Conclusion?

$\text{Correction}$

1. The student spend most of their free time watching programmes which do not benefit them.
2. Student should use their free time for homework, reading, exercising and watching only educated programmes.
3. Although watching television can reduce their stress, but spending too much time watching television is a waste of time.
4. While lounging in shopping malls, they are just chatting with friends or just doing nothing.
5. These activities are useless, and a waste of time.
6. Most of the student came home only in the evening.
7. They may also cause social problems.
8. People who live in the city are very materialistic.
9. They spend most of their time in earning money.
10. Many of them aware time conscious.
11. Our life is short, we should do more meaningful things which are good for ourselves, society and nature, so that our time is not wasted.
12. We should help to educate our children.
Topic: A lot of our life is spent doing "useless things". Is it true?

Introduction:

- Definition of "useless things"

Body:

- Your viewpoint

- Evidence to support your viewpoint

- Evidence against your viewpoint

Conclusion:

- Make your stand, clear once again.

"Useless things" are uncreative and unproductive pastimes such as loafing, smoking, and shopping.

- Dolls in cash

Additional:

"Useless things" can be seen broadly known as events or hobbies which are unproductive and unbeneficial. In my opinion, a lot of our little life is spent doing "useless things".

"Useless things" cause people to waste a lot of their money. Shopping is one popular pastime especially among the women folk. Little do they realize that by shopping especially for branded goods, they are actually practically throwing away their money. Branded goods cannot be cheaper than cheaper goods with good quality too. Most men especially students enjoy hogging the video games in arcades for hours. Not only will they suffer from a severe eyestrain, a few hundred dollars can be spent each month.
Smoking another item under "useless things" is also an expensive pastime. But are people aware of the dangers of smoking? Smoking carbon monoxide which will clog up hemoglobin which deliver oxygen to our body cells. This can cause fatigue, lung cancer and also brain damage. Drinking is also bad for health. Beer contains a high level of alcohol. Drinking can cause anxiety, high blood pressure and heart damage. Doing "useless things" such as loafting is also a waste of time. Teenagers in today's society enjoy loafting in shopping centres and public areas such as in a park and can spend hours. Hours are spent loafting every week which can actually be spent creatively like reading which can widen one's knowledge or cycling which is healthy and fun. Time is very precious in our lives and if not maximized to the fullest, we will regret in future.

Another uncreative and unbeneficial pastime in today's society is surfing through the net and chatting on Internet Relay Chat (IRC). A very common subject in today's society, IRC is not only gained interest from school children but also adults. IRC uses low mentality language. This will be a very strong influence especially to immature school children and teenagers. As IRC is addictive, this bad glossary of words will be implemented and easily and there will not be anymore kind of caring society.

Today's "modern" yet "lost" society also enjoy spending hours in nightclubs. In nightclubs, people get indulged with ecstasy pills which are expensive and harmful. Ecstasy pills can cause high blood pressure and also brain damage. Some even go further and get involved in prostitution which is better known...
as "the selling of one's pride and dignity."

Uncontrolled prostitution beyond the knowledge of
the government has caused an increase of
Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD) patients.

Still

Even though today's society enjoy doing
"useless things" there are still a small
number of people who spend time productively.

Some activities done by these few people
are like playing chess which maximizes the
use of one's brain, reading, collecting stamps
and watching news widens one's general
knowledge.

My conclusion is that a lot of time
is spent doing "useless things." The society
should maximize their time and spend it
wisely for life is short.

A. Answer these questions.

1. When were the first SEAP Games held?

   Bangkok, 1959.

2. What are the two main reasons for the founding
   of the SEAP Games?

   To foster regional friendship and to build
   solidarity among the youths of this region.

3. Do you think the SEAP Games has lived up to the
   people's expectations?

   No.

B. Why don't the countries want the SEA Games to
   grow too large?

   Because few countries would be willing to
   volunteer as hosts.
Imagine a reader.

→ purpose for writing.

List possible ideas.

→ to be reviewed and selected.

Make an outline.

→ if paragraphs.

→ how to relate ideas/Link ideas into paragraphs.

Write a draft.

Correct & improve on draft.

Write final version.

Argumentative Essay

Purpose: to convince readers to take your viewpoint.

Body of essay: provide evidence to support your view and evidence against the other viewpoint.

In my opinion, the statement of a lot of our life is spent doing useless things were dependent on personality. If given a choice, I personally would prefer our life is not spent doing useless things.

As an ordinary student, school takes up more than half the daylight hours.

In the afternoon there is the inevitable homework to do or will be back to...
School to coordinate the extra-curricular activities, sports and games. Or some students need tuition class after school. As an adult, jobs will take up more than three daylight hours.

When evening comes, sports and games come alive. Young people, older people or adult do what they want of exercise or activities, like kick football, jogging, cycling, play tennis, kick basketball. Some of them be spectators watch other people play.

Even if they do not want to doing something, watching sports and games is a good way of spending free time too. It is also of entertainment.

As a housewife has many of housework to do each day. She

gets up early from bed and begins cleaning, cooking and washing. When all the cleaning, cooking and washing is done, there is more to do. Except these jobs, she has to go to the market to buy food for children and then look after them. During the long vacations, we can decide visit other place or relative with family. If just have a short vacation, also can have a picnic close to beach. Accompany family shopping or play games and sports with children. Many people hold part-time jobs for spend time like holidays. Others may do part-time work because they love that particular kind of work. Whatever the part-time jobs we will get experience of working is very useful.

Our life is filled with diversity.
things. Our life is never boring because our life is filled with useful things. There is plenty to do.

(350 words)

A moment in glory. 

pg 77A. Answer these questions:

1. When were the first SEAP Games held?
   The first SEAP Games were held in the city of Bangkok in 1959.

2. What are the two main reasons for the founding of the SEA Games?
   The founding of the SEA Games was to be a platform to foster regional friendship and to build solidarity among the youths of this region.

3. Do you think that the SEA Games has lived up to the people's expectations?
   Yes.

4. Why don't the countries want the SEA Games to grow too large?
   If the SEA Games is allowed to grow
See at Robert’s party?
She saw Robert talking with Bruno Coster, the owner of the Mediterranean Hotel as though they were old friends and she found one of the knives missing from Robert’s collection.

(3) What made Mr. Thomas start to become suspicious?
He remembered that he heard the name ‘Franz Siemens’ in Robert’s house that night.

(4) Why didn’t Stefan leave town immediately?
Because all the charges against him were to be dropped and he would no longer have to go to court. Besides that, he wanted to spend some time with Amanda.
Uniform is an agreement where all school-goers, whether they are factory workers, certain association or societies, and so forth. In my opinion, uniforms are necessary.

In this era, not only government institutes are uniformed, whereas even private sectors ensure that their associates are uniformed. Hence, uniforms portray the image of identity of a certain body. For example, we can easily identify whether a student is from a secondary or primary school by just a glance at his or her uniform.

On top of that, the education ministry supports the idea of having uniforms for school-goers and has made it compulsory to do so. Basically, this is because students look neat and tidy in uniforms. Besides, if students were allowed to wear anything they pleased to school, surely the statistics of school disciplinary cases would rise tremendously. How? Indecency is unappropriate!

Wearing uniforms also play a role in boosting one's self-esteem. As an individual, we do not feel self-conscious as everyone else is wearing the same outfit. On the other hand, as a society, for example, we have a sense of belonging and we feel wanted.

Good! Naturally, students will also feel tempted to buy more clothes in order to keep up with the fashion trend. As a result, students tend to over-spend their allowances on unnecessary items. This is a waste of hard earned money by their parents.

Generally, if students have to wear uniforms, social status among them will not exist. There will be no class difference and the less-privileged ones will not be
discriminated. Hence, the peer pressure tension will be aborted.

Overall, uniforms are essential as it plays a great role in students' life. So, the government should reinforce the rule to have uniforms in school.

A good point.

7.5

Uniform is an identical garment whereby worn by school-goers, factory workers, certain associations or societies and so forth. In my opinion, uniforms are necessary. In this era, not only bodies of government institutes are uniformed, even private sectors ensure that their associations are categorized in uniforms. Hence, having uniforms portray the image or an identity of a certain body. For example, we can easily identify whether a student is from a secondary or primary school by just a glance at his or her uniform.

On top of that, the education ministry supports the idea of having uniforms for school-goers and has made it compulsory for them to do so. Basically, this is because students look neat and tidy in uniforms. Besides, if students were allowed to wear anything they please to school, surely
the statistics of school disciplinary cases would rise tremendously. For instance, students might wear clothing which are indecent and inappropriate. So, this will cause a negative atmosphere and as a result, students tend to rebel against school authorities and even commit serious crimes.

Wearing uniforms also play a role in boosting one's self-esteem. For example, as an individual, we do not feel self-conscious as everyone else is wearing the same outfit. On the other hand, as a society, we have a sense of belonging and we feel wanted.

(continued *)
1. Don't expect me to wait, for you go and get yourself.

2. Discipline - in school otherwise students will wear unsuitable and branded clothes.

3. Students with financial problems will be sponsored by the government for uniforms.

4. Social Status (personality) differentiates factory labourers from supervisors etc.

School?

"Uniforms are not necessary" 0/8/1998

Agree

1. Money

2. Introduction

3. Attire clothes worn to show uniformity and unity.

Contents (agree)

4. Financial - waste of money - with poor financial problems can not afford - burden to families.

5. Contents (disagree)

1. Unity - in a company factory or school shows "heroes" - everyone is treated equally.

2. Safety - some factories even fast food

3. Owners provide uniforms so that workers can work safely.
Uniforms, something I think every student really dread to wear without realizing the importance of it. They do not see the need of it. This office which is used to show uniformity and equality is just as useless.

I personally feel that uniforms are important and necessary to everyone in any field. Uniforms, for one, represent unity among a society, school or group. Even in factories, uniforms are required to show that everyone is equal. This also applies at school level. All students should be treated equally as by the teachers for they even wear the same uniform.

Uniforms are also important as they are sometimes part of safety equipment in factories. For example, laborers, working in a factory which produces electrical appliances, are required to wear a uniform made of static-free cloth and shoes with rubber soles. In fast-food outlets, workers are also required to wear uniform for safety purposes. For example:

Stand of a chef's hat as well prevent hair to get into the food he is preparing.

In school level, uniforms are important to enforce discipline among students. Stated is uniforms are not made compulsory to students, our students will get off hand and start to wear unsuitable clothes. To school, girls will wear sexy, body-hugging clothes while boys' pants showing underwear will look like foxes. We would not want students dressing as if they are attending a 'Lucy or barbeque party.'

Uniforms are also a necessity in school level to assist students with financial problems. For example, imagine a school with students wearing branded items. Other poor students will feel left out. Soon these poor students will buy their pants to buy more expensive tag, better clothes. If their parents disagree, the student might only insist on staying...
at home until he or she gets it. This will definitely burden families with financial problems. Things might get from bad to worse as students will then have no motivation to study and get involved in other unhealthy activities such as smoking, drugs and cut school.

Overall, uniforms are necessary for everyone regardless of field and especially in that school level.

What about yr. point no. 4?

Good - I went on to this other waste:
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uniforms, something students really dread to wear without realizing the importance of it.

They do not see the need of this attire which is worn to show uniformity and unity and only treat it as a hassle.

I personally feel that uniforms are important and necessary to everyone in any field. Uniforms, in this case, represent unity among a society, school or group. Even in factories, uniforms are required to show that everyone is equal. This also applies at school level.

All students should be treated equally by the teachers for they even wear the same uniform.

Uniforms are also important for it is sometimes part of the safety equipment in factories. For example, labourers, working in a factory which produces electrical appliances wear uniform made of static-free material to prevent static electricity. In restaurants and fast-food outlets workers are also required to wear uniform.
For safety purposes, for example, a chef’s hat will prevent strands of hair to get into the food he is preparing.

In schools, uniforms are important to enforce discipline among students. If uniforms are not made compulsory to students, students will get out of hand and start to wear unsuitable clothes to school. Girls will wear sexy, boy-loving, tight-fitting clothes while boys in bondage pants and underwear will give like clothes, we would not want students dressing as if they are attending a ‘love’ or a ‘harem party’ to be a common sight.

Uniform is also a necessity in schools to assist students with financial problems. Imagine a school where students are wearing branded items, the minority of the school’s the poor students will feel left out and these poor students will ‘beg’ their parents for more expensive clothing. If their parents disagree, the student might rebel and insist on staying at home until she gets it. This will definitely burden families with financial worries.

Things might get from bad to worse as students will then have no motivation to study and get involved in other unhealthy activities such as smoking, drugs and cutting school.

Uniforms will also help in boosting a student’s self-esteem. If uniforms are not improvised in school, a student will always go through a series of picking clothes to wear. “What can I wear today?” “What will look good on me?” It will probably be a regular question in a ‘social’ student’s mind every morning.

By standardizing the uniform to wear, students will feel more confident.

Good will, overall, uniforms are necessary for everyone regardless of field and especially young, budding students.
Uniforms are not necessary

Agree

1. Waste money
2. Colourful - boost self-esteem
3. Can wear the fashion you like - our preference
4. Learn to wear / know what kind of clothes are appropriate and not appropriate
5. Look similar to others - no self-identity
6. Not comfortable - childish

Disagree

1. Waste money
2. Look neat and tidy
3. Easily identified
4. More disciplined
5. Don't have to decide what to wear every morning
6. Represents students' attitudes - personality (build your character)
7. Learn to live with rules
8. No class differences
9. More self-confident (pride)

Introduction: definition - clothes, shoes, badge all the same

Stand - Disagree

Content - main points

Financial - waste money

Discipline - look neat and tidy

Easily identified

More disciplined

Learn to live with rules

Self-esteem - represents students'

Attitudes - personality

More self-confident

Social status - no class differences

Conclusion: plays

- Uniform great role in student's life
- Uniform made students more tidy and

look neat.

10/8/98
Every one needs to wear clothes. Uniforms are one of the clothes people wear. Students wear uniforms to school. Some people wear uniforms to work. Uniforms are not necessary. I don't agree that uniforms are not necessary.

Please continue. Every one needs to wear clothes. Uniforms are the same kind of clothes. Shoes, badge, one of the clothes people wear in certain occasion. I disagree that "uniforms are not necessary." I feel that uniforms are necessary.

There are many reasons why uniforms are necessary. The first reason is people do not need to waste money to buy more clothes. Students wear uniforms to school can save their parents' money. If not, students will buy more clothes because they want to follow the latest trend. And they do not want to wear the same clothes often. People wear uniforms to work also can save their money and do not have to decide what to wear every morning and this will save their time.

The second reason is we will look neat and tidy when we wear uniforms. If students do not wear uniforms and wear what they like to school, they will not have discipline. Therefore it should be made compulsory for students to wear uniforms. If students wear uniforms, they will learn to live with rules and learn to follow the rules. This also can make them learn how to follow the rules and law when they grow up.

Besides that, uniforms represent students' attitudes and no class differences, so uniforms are necessary and important.
3) Conclusion

- uniforms-great role in student's life.

1st draft

Uniforms are the same kind of clothes, shoes, badge
which we must wear in certain occasion. I disagree
with the topic and I feel that uniforms are necessary.
There are many reasons why uniforms are important:
The first reason is we do not have to waste money
many to buy more clothes. If we do not need to wear
uniforms, many people will buy more clothes because
they want to follow the fashion trend and they do not
want to wear the same clothes often. Another reason
is, we do not have to decide what we wear every morning.
Besides that, we will look neat and tidy when we
wear uniforms. Many students will wear funny clothings
to school if all the students are allowed to wear
what they like. Students will be more discipline if they
make it compulsory for students to wear uniforms. The students will learn to live with rules and learn to follow the rules. When they grow up, they will always try to follow the rules of their country. Besides that, students who wear uniforms will represent student's attitudes and personality. Students will be responsible as a student when they wear uniforms, naturally, they will act like a student. As an example, students will not enter the video arcade when they are wearing uniforms.

By wearing uniforms, we can easily identify where the student studies, what company does the worker come from. If all the students do not wear uniforms, outsiders could enter the school without knowledge of the school authorities. The outsiders may commit crimes in school. Therefore, students wearing uniforms can make the school environment safer. Besides that, outsiders also cannot enter a factory easily, because they cannot identify whether this person is one of the workers in the factory.

Students and workers who wear uniforms will have more self-confidence. They will always try to keep up the reputation of their schools or their companies. Besides that, there are no class differences. If everyone wears uniforms, if students do not need to wear uniforms to school, some students will wear elegant dresses to school, and it will cause some social problems like stealing and threatening.

Uniforms can reduce problems in schools and give many advantages to the students. Uniforms have played a great role in students' life.

Final draft

Uniforms are the same kind of clothes, shoes, badge which we must wear in certain occasions. I disagree with the topic and I feel that uniforms are necessary.

There are many reasons why uniforms are important. The first reason is we do not have to waste money to buy more clothes. If we do not need to wear uniforms, many people will buy more clothes because they want to follow the trend and they do not want to wear the same clothes often. Another reason is, we do not have to decide what to wear every morning. This will save our time.
Besides that, we will look neat and tidy when we wear uniforms. Many students will wear funny clothing to school if all the students are allowed to wear what they like.

Students will be more discipline if they make it compulsory for students to wear uniforms. The students will learn to live with rules and learn to follow the rules. When they grow up, they will always try to follow the laws of their country.

Besides that, students who wear uniforms represent student's attitudes and personality. Students feel more responsible when they wear uniforms. Naturally, they would behave like students.

As an example, students will not enter the video arcade when they are wearing uniforms.

By wearing uniforms, a person's identity can be easily identified, such as what such a student studies in or what company a worker works in. If students do not wear uniforms, outsiders could enter the school without the knowledge of the school authorities. The outsiders may commit crimes in schools. Therefore, students wearing uniforms improve safety in the schools. Similarly, outsiders also cannot enter a factory easily if all the workers wear uniforms.

Students and workers who wear uniforms will have more self-confidence. They will always try to keep up the reputation of their schools or their companies. Besides that, they do not feel any class differences. On the other hand, students could choose any clothes of their choice, some students will wear elegant dresses. This may cause jealousy among the students. Social problems like stealing and threatening could occur.

In short, wearing uniforms have many advantages and can reduce many problems in school. Uniforms have played a great role in student's life.
Introduction: Uniforms are not necessary.

- Definition: Clothes, shoe, badge, school
- Stand: Disagree

Content:

- Financial
  - No need to waste money by fashion clothes
- Discipline
  - Look neat and tidy
  - More disciplined
  - Easily identified
  - Learn to live with rules

Self-esteem:

- Represents students' attitudes - personality (build your character)
- More self-confident

Social status:

- No class differences

Conclusion: Agree

- Don't have to decide what to wear every morning - save time.

Uniforms - great role in student life.

What is uniform? Everyday people wear.

- No need to waste money on fashion clothes.
- More discipline.
- Easily identified.
- Learn to live with rules.

Self-esteem:

- Represents students' attitudes - personality (build your character)
- More self-confident

Social status:

- No class differences

Please continue your essay.
What is uniform? Everyday people wear fashionable clothes of their own preferences, like mini skirts, slippers, colourful shirts or skirts etc. Is that uniform? In schools, school uniforms were decided by the government. White shirts with short sleeves and collar, blue skirt until the knee, white shoes. White socks and badge, are the uniforms. Not necessary? In my opinion, I disagree with the statement.

Financially, students don't need to waste money, much money to pay or buy fashionable clothes. They can save the money by buying other useful things, like revision books.

In school or classroom, students who wear uniforms can save time. Actually, students wearing uniforms will be more disciplined because in school, there are school rules. Designed for all lessons and activities, are carried out according to schedule.